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Highlights 

 A perspective on solid-state NMR studies of membrane peptides is given. 

 The structure and dynamics of both the peptide and lipid membranes can be studied. 

 Heteronuclear distances between peptide and membrane atoms can be measured.  

 Model membranes give structure-activity insights but in-cell studies are required. 

 

Abstract 

Understanding the structure of membrane-active peptides faces many challenges associated 

with the development of appropriate model membrane systems as the peptide structure 

depends strongly on the lipid environment. This perspective provides a brief overview of the 

approach taken to study antimicrobial and amyloid peptides in phospholipid bilayers using 

oriented bilayers and magical angle spinning techniques. In particular, Boltzmann statistics 

REDOR and maximum entropy analysis of spinning side bands are used to analyse systems 

with multiple states of peptide or lipid molecules may co-exist. We propose that in future, 

rather than model membranes, structural studies in whole cells are feasible. 
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Introduction 

As a tool of structural biology, NMR spectroscopy is employed primarily to determine the 

structure of proteins in the solution-state. However, solid-state NMR spectroscopy (ss-NMR) 

is being used increasingly to determine the structure of biomolecules despite limitations due 

to line broadening and sensitivity. Developments in ss-NMR have resulted in structural 

information being gained from membrane peptides, and even proteins, in complex lipid 

systems, that is difficult to obtain by other techniques. Starting from 
13

C and 
15

N studies of 

the antibiotic peptide, gramicidin A, in phospholipid bilayers, ss-NMR structural studies have 

been extended to membrane receptors 
1
. Progressively more complex model membranes are 

being used and we present some novel ss-NMR experiments (BS-REDOR, MeMAS) of these 

mixed lipid systems. Although structures in model membranes are seen as having biological 

relevance, the Holy Grail is to determine the structure at atomic resolution of these important 

biomolecules in their native environment. Solution NMR has been used to reveal the 

structure of over expressed proteins in living cells 
2
, but the structure of membrane-active 

peptides in cells has not been reported. Using current ss-NMR technology and isotopic 

labelling, high-resolution structures of peptides in membranes of live cells are within reach. 

 

Preliminary concepts  

Orientational dependence in NMR interactions 

In typical solution NMR experiments, biological molecules reorient with a correlation time 

well within the fast motion regime w.r.t. NMR time scale thereby averaging all angle-

dependent interactions between the nuclear spins and the magnetic field, B0, aligned with the 

z-axis of the laboratory frame. With multidimensional approaches, NMR structures of soluble 

proteins have been resolved, up to 1000 kDa with TROSY-based pulse sequences 
3,4

. The 

presence of a lipid membrane environment for studying membrane proteins or membrane-
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active peptides, however, pushes the molecular motions into the slow regime. The 

interactions between a nuclear spin, I, and B0 are no longer averaged and the chemical shift is 

described by an anisotropic second rank tensor, the trace of which gives the isotropic 

chemical shift, δiso, given by δiso = (δxx + δyy + δzz)/3, whereas the elements of the chemical 

shift tensor are angular dependent, according to:  

             [1] 

where Iz is the nuclear spin, θ and ϕ are the Euler angles used to describe the tensor in the 

laboratory frame, and η is the asymmetry parameter described as η= (δyy – δxx)/δzz, which 

reflects the deviation from axial symmetry. The chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) is often 

described (using the Haeberlen convention) by Δδ = 3(δzz – δiso)/2, which describes the 

deviation from cubic symmetry. The CSA interactions dominate for nuclei of spin I = ½, such 

as 
31

P, 
13

C or 
15

N. 

Another important angular dependent interaction is the through space dipole-dipole 

interaction whereby each spin is influenced by neighbouring local fields as described by 

[Abragam, 1961]:  

              [2] 

where μ0 is the vacuum permittivity, ħ is the reduced Planck constant, γi,j is the gyromagnetic 

ratio of each individual spin, r is the distance between the two nuclei, 

 describes the interaction between heteronuclear spins, and 

 is additional for homonuclear dipolar interactions. 

Additional terms in Eqn 2 (C-F) contribute to relaxation and are not required 
5
. 
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Magic angle spinning 

In solid-state NMR experiments, high-resolution spectra can be achieved by using magic 

angle spinning (MAS) 
6,7

. Angular dependent interactions with the magnetic field are 

mechanically averaged out by sample rotation (0.2 to 70 kHz), which modulates the spatial 

part of second rank tensors such as CSA [1] and dipolar coupling [2]. By tilting the sample at 

the so-called magic angle, θ = 54.74°, and using spinning frequency, νr, larger than the 

dipolar couplings Di,j, the spectrum is reduced to a single resonance at the isotropic chemical 

shift, δiso. If the speed is not greater than Δδ, spinning sidebands will be observed at 

frequencies spaced at multiples of the spinning frequency (δiso ± Nνr). The sideband 

intensities [3] can then be used for an accurate determination of the anisotropy and 

asymmetry of the CSA tensor (further discussed below).  

 [3] 

where 
 
for a spherical distribution of the nuclear tensor, and Φ' gives the 

contribution to sideband, N, at a spinning speed of νr by a crystallite with chemical shift 

parameters δ and η, at an angle (α, θ, γ) with respect to B0 
8
.  

However, homogeneous interactions, such are the homonuclear dipolar proton interactions, 

are not constant over time (flip-flop B term of [2]) and, therefore, are not fully averaged out 

under MAS conditions since the interactions must be constant for at least a rotor period. 

Interestingly, since the efficiency of the flip-flop decreases with B0, experiments run at high 

field do not require as fast spinning speeds. 

 

Signal enhancement, signal filtering and decoupling schemes 

The field of solid-state NMR is blooming with techniques to enhance spectral resolutions and 

sensitivity. A major advance came with the cross-polarization (CP) technique 
9
 where the 

  

P2(q) µ sin(q)
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magnetization from abundant spins, such as 
1
H, is transferred to dilute spins, such as 

13
C or 

15
N. At the matching spin locking Hartmann-Hahn condition, for example under MAS 

conditions B1
H
 = B1

C
 ± Nνr, CP transfer is modulated by flip-flop transitions. This has two 

major benefits: it enhances the signal of the rare spins, for instance by a factor ≈ γ
H
 /γ

C 
= 4 for 

13
C nuclei and depends on the longitudinal relaxation of protons T1

H
, which is usually a 

magnitude faster than T1
C
, thus allowing shorter recycle delays. Nowadays, many modern 

pulse sequences begin with a CP scheme. Another benefit that can be used results from the 

signal filtering that is produced under CP. As the CP transfer efficiency is modulated by 

dipolar interactions and, therefore, sensitive to the molecular motions of the observed spins, 

filtering of either slow or fast motions can be done by varying the spin locking time. This can 

be a valuable tool, for instance, when the 
31

P signal of the more rigid lipid membrane is 

observed in live cells containing highly mobile phosphorous-containing molecules such as 

inorganic phosphate 
10

.  

 

Another way to enhance the signal and sensitivity of solid-state NMR experiments is to 

reduce the homogeneous spin-spin interactions, which can be averaged by radiofrequency (rf) 

pulses. This is called decoupling and is mainly aimed at suppressing the coupling between 

heteronuclear spins and protons. The first scheme used a high-power continuous wave (CW) 

and was replaced by the two-pulse phase modulation (TPPM) and the small phase 

incremental alternation (SPINAL) schemes, which are less compromised by interferences 

between heteronuclear couplings and the proton CSA 
11-13

. These schemes, however, are less 

efficient at high spinning speed. Another pulse scheme that averages the homonuclear dipolar 

coupling is the Lee-Goldberg pulse train 
14,15

 that takes advantage of an offset irradiation on 

the proton frequency that scales the proton chemical shift tensor by a factor 1/√3.    
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Finally, by combining decoupling schemes and MAS conditions, one can achieve high 

resolution from otherwise crowded featureless solid-state NMR spectra, but at the cost of 

losing orientational information. This information, however, can be reintroduced by using 

rotor-synchronized rf pulses during the rotor period that recouple dipolar interactions. This 

has been successfully implemented to measure atomic distances between heteronuclear spins, 

a technique called REDOR or rotational-echo double-resonance 
16

. Hence, the structure and 

location of, for instance, peptides in membranes can be obtained as REDOR provides a direct 

measure of short and long-range dipolar couplings and, therefore, the distance and the 

orientation of the internuclear vector with respect to the applied magnetic field can be 

determined. The ratio of signal obtained with a π refocusing rf pulse (S) and without (S0) is a 

function of dipolar couplings whereby S is dephased faster than S0 which is simply 

experiencing transverse T2 relaxation mechanisms. In the case of homonuclear spins, 

rotational resonance (RR) can be used such as the case of melittin in phospholipid bilayers 
17

. 

 

Gramicidin A in aligned lipid bilayers 

By aligning phospholipid bilayers between thin glass plates well resolved spectra can be 

obtained. Aligned multilayers can support up to 50% w/w water, which is sufficient to fully 

hydrate the phospholipids with about 2 nm of water between each bilayer 
18

. These aligned 

systems result in two dimensional liquid crystals with respect to the magnetic field as the 

phospholipid long axis is oriented perpendicular to the glass surface. Using Eqn [1] the 

orientation of incorporated membrane proteins and peptides can be determined in 

macroscopically aligned bilayers placed in the magnetic field. Different conformations of 

aligned peptides result in different chemical shifts. Using specifically 
13

C carbonyl labelled 

peptide, the conformation and orientation of the antibiotic ion channel, gramicidin A, was 

determined in aligned phospholipid bilayers 
18

. The peptide was found to be a 
6.3

 helix (Fig. 
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1) and, in addition, the sodium ion was bound to Leu-10 in a right-handed transmembrane 

helix 
19,20

. A high-resolution conformation of gramicidin A in an aligned lipid bilayer has 

been determined by 
15

N solid-state NMR 
21

. The handedness of the helix was also confirmed 

by deuterium NMR of gramicidin A in oriented phospholipid bilayers 
22

. 

 

Figure 1 Model of gramicidin A dimer in DMPC bilayer obtained by MD simulations with 

the AMBER14 package. The PDB 1MAG was used as the starting configuration. 

 

Membrane-active peptides in model systems  

The structure and orientation of the lytic peptide, melittin, in aligned lipid bilayers was also 

determined using 
13

C NMR 
23

. Melittin formed a transmembrane -helix with a kink at Pro-

14. The structure of the peptide around Pro-14 was better defined using MAS techniques and 

double labels 
17

. Interestingly, the peptide structure depended on the state of lipid bilayer 

above and below the lipid gel-fluid phase transition temperature. Similarly, antimicrobial 

peptides from Australian tree frogs 
24,25

 show different orientations depending on the model 

membrane systems. The lipid composition of the membrane regulates the conformation and 

insertion of the antimicrobial peptide maculatin 1.1 
26

 and the peptide activity 
27

, which show 
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the need for appropriate model systems. Recently, melittin peptides were shown to exhibit 

different activity on different cells and model membranes 
28

. Increasingly we see the need for 

structural studies to be done in situ. 

 

The amyloid- peptide (A42) from Alzheimer’s disease also is membrane-active. Solid-

state NMR shows that the peptide disrupts lipid membranes and the effect is enhanced by 

metal ions found in amyloid plaques 
29

. Both the lipid and the metal affect the peptide 

structure 
30

, which is different to that of the fibril 
31

. Also the lipid matrix plays a role in 

A fibril kinetics and morphology 
32

 and solid-state NMR shows that copper modulates the 

interactions with model membranes 
33

. Increasingly the need for better models of the 

membrane environment for membrane proteins and peptides is seen. Cubic phases are being 

used for crystallography 
34

 and such systems 
35

 could possibly be used for solid-state NMR 

structural studies of membrane peptides and proteins. Cubic phases give relatively narrow 

lines due to fast diffusion of lipids around highly curved surfaces and could be used for MAS 

studies to enhance spectral resolution. 

 

BS-REDOR 

 REDOR is a useful MAS technique for determination of heteronuclear distances and is used 

to gain details of peptide structures and lipid-peptide interactions. However, care is required 

in setting up the experiment and in analysing the data since the signal intensity is prone to 

artefacts and complex spin-spin interactions. Thus, improvements to the original REDOR 

pulse sequence have been made, including: compensating for imperfect pulse angles 

(especially in low-sensitivity samples where pulse length calibration is difficult) by using 

xy8-REDOR 
36

 and EXORCYCLE phase cycling schemes 
37

; acquiring S and S0 signals 

consecutively (xy8-S0S scheme) to avoid probe heating artefacts 
38

; selecting specific and 
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weak dipolar couplings in uniformly labelled 
13

C, 
15

N peptides by using frequency selective 

REDOR (FSR) 
39

; and multiple distances analysis by fitting a model distribution to the data 

using a Boltzmann statistics approach (BS-REDOR) 
38

. 

  

An application of the BS-REDOR analysis is presented in Figure 2 for the distance 

measurement between 
31

P and g3-
13

C of unlabelled POPC/cholesterol (6:4 mol/mol) 

multilamellar vesicles (MLV). Two populations were obtained: a narrow distribution centred 

at 2.8 Å (~30%) and a broader distribution centred at 3.8 Å (~70%), which is consistent with 

intramolecular P-O-C (at an angle of 139°) and intermolecular P--C distances, respectively. 

These measurements, performed at natural abundance, could be useful for mapping the 

segmental orientations of the lipid headgroup for the validation of lipid force field used in 

molecular dynamics simulations. One can also use this approach to assess how peptides and 

proteins modify the headgroup structure and orientation in combination with the MeMAS 

technique reported below. Clearly, using a labelled peptide or protein allows performing a 

REDOR distance measurement between the lipid headgroup and the specific labelled site, 

thereby indicating the location and penetration depth. However, for in-cell studies the natural 

abundance background would be significant, so initial studies could be carried out using 

peptides with 
19

F amino acid residues. 
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Figure 2 Upper: BS-REDOR reconstruction of 
13

C{
31

P} REDOR data of unlabelled 

POPC/cholesterol (6:4 mol/mol) MLV acquired with xy8-S0S scheme at 10 kHz spinning 

speed and 25°C. The g3-carbon chemical shift was selected at ~ 70 ppm for this analysis. 

REDOR data points are plotted as triangles and circles to represent corresponding positive 

and negative Lagrange multipliers, respectively. Error bars are within the symbols. Lower: 

distance distribution obtained from the BS-REDOR analysis. 

 

Maximum entropy analysis of spinning side bands for accurate CSA determination  

Since lipid composition plays an important role in the regulation of membrane-active 

peptides and proteins, more complex lipid membranes are required which poses difficulty in 

retaining high resolution spectra. For instance, each lipid has its own chemical environment 

and thermotropism and thus a phospholipid mixture at a specific temperature displays a 

distribution in 
31

P δiso, Δδ and η. To discern specific interactions between a peptide and a lipid 

in a mixture of lipids can become very tedious. Such interactions in binary and ternary 

mixtures can be resolved by averaging out the largest Δδ at sufficient MAS speed 
40-42

, but 
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with the caveats that the peptides disturb a detectable quantity of lipids and that sample 

heating due to high spinning speed is controlled. To overcome this necessity, we have applied 

low spinning MAS (temperature within ± 1°C) with a maximum entropy analysis (MeMAS) 

on the side band intensities to extract CSA perturbations in a complex lipid sample and with a 

low peptide concentration 
8
. MeMAS was carried out on a mixture of phospholipids at 37°C: 

dimyristoylphospatidylethanolamine and dimyristoylphospatidylglycerol, which have gel-to-

fluid phase transition temperatures of about 51°C and 24°C, respectively. The membranes 

contain fluid and gel domains and, therefore, display entangled NMR signals. By using 

MeMAS, the CSA distribution was easily extracted by using three MAS speeds under 2 kHz 

(about 1 hr of acquisition each) and processed the data on a 12 CPU machine under 2 hr. 

Furthermore, MeMAS was performed with the addition of the antimicrobial peptide 

maculatin 1.1 at a lipid to peptide molar ratio of 50:1 (typically higher peptide concentrations 

are used for NMR studies), and a new CSA distribution was identified without difficulty 
8
.  

 

An example is presented in Figure 3, where the distribution of 
31

P CSA and η for a complex 

lipid mixture – brain total lipid extract – was obtained using the MeMAS method. In such an 

heterogeneous system, there is no hope of extracting the individual lipid CSA but instead the 

overall shift in distribution would be more valuable to monitor; for instance, when the 

amyloid-beta peptide seeds itself on the surface of this lipid membrane which mimics the 

composition of neurons. 
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Figure 3 MeMAS analysis of 
31

P spectra of brain total lipid extract obtained with MAS 700 

Hz, 1000 Hz and 1700 Hz at 25°C on a 600 MHz spectrometer. The z-axis represents the 

population for each CSA and η value. The analysis was performed with CSA and η 

resolutions of 0.4 ppm and 0.05, respectively. 

 

Towards live cell studies 

One of the biggest challenges in structural biology is how to deal with heterogeneous systems 

such as cell membranes. Ultimately, one would like to perform ss-NMR experiments in live 

cells under physiological conditions. However, several drawbacks need to be faced, such as: 

1) natural membranes are extremely heterogeneous, which precludes control of specific 

interactions with lipid species or domains; 

2) the limited lifetime of cells undergoing MAS conditions prevents long 

multidimensional experiments; 

3) background signal is often significant and must be filtered; and 

4) a multitude of conformational states may exist, giving rise to broad signals. 
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31
P NMR spectra of E. coli 

43
, sarcoplasmic reticulum 

44
 and Acholeplasma Laidlawii 

45
 

membranes have been presented in early work. Despite poor signal to noise from these 

complex lipid mixtures obtained at low magnetic fields, they showed the heterogeneous 

composition of natural membranes. More recently, an NMR study of live mitochondria 
46

 

under apoptotic stress showed resolved spectral features and 
31

P MAS distinguished the 

chemical environment perturbation for individual lipids. For studies of lipid membranes in 

live cells, 
31

P CP MAS in combination with MeMAS analysis presents some advantages (Fig. 

4). By using CP, the more mobile phospholipid molecules are filtered out by the short contact 

time and MeMAS analysis using moderate spinning speeds can reveal different lipid classes. 

For E. coli at 15°C, two CSA were resolved (ca. 82 ppm and 45 ppm with an asymmetry η of 

1), indicating a ‘gel’ or immobile as well as a fluid lipid phase.  

 

 

Figure 4 Left: 
31

P CP MAS (red line) with 1 ms contact time versus single pulse (green line) 

of live E. coli in LB medium at 3 kHz MAS and 15°C. Right: MeMAS analysis of CP MAS 

31
P experiments performed at 3 kHz, 4 kHz and 4.5 kHz. 
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Nevertheless, solving the structure of membrane proteins in-situ remains a challenge, hence 

the numerous structural studies using dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) and DMPC / 

dimyristoylphosphatidylglycerol (DMPG), the latter used to mimic the negatively charged 

prokaryotic membranes 
47-50

. Now it is possible to push the limits and perform ss-NMR on 

peptides and proteins in situ. Some recent achievements include characterisation of 
19

F 

labelled vancomycin binding sites in S. aureus bacteria using the REDOR technique 
51

 and 

structural studies of oritavancin-peptidoglycan complexes in S. aureus by incorporation of 
13

C 

and 
15

N amino acids into the bacterial glycan layer 
52

. By specifically labelling the 

recombinant LR11 transmembrane domain with 
13

Cα,β alanine, the peptide structure was 

determined in native E. coli 
53

. Finally, diacylglycerol kinase (DAGK), an E. coli membrane 

protein, was site-specifically 
19

F labelled and showed significant structural and dynamic 

differences in its native E. coli environment compared to detergent micelles 
54

. This latter 

example illustrates the importance of studying membrane-active peptides and proteins in their 

natural environments. We propose to study specifically 
19

F/
13

C/
15

N labelled antimicrobial 

peptides with live bacteria to determine structural changes in the peptides compared to model 

membrane systems. These studies could be extended to non-specifically 
13

C-
15

N labelled 

peptides with bacterial cells. Developments in NMR methodology such as DNP 
55

 and 

paramagnetic labels 
56

, which greatly increase sensitivity, could also be applied to peptides 

and proteins in cells. 

 

Conclusion 

With the progress in pulse sequences, protein expression methods that enable specific in-situ 

labelling and a renewed appreciation of functionality of the lipid membrane, solving the 

structure-function relationship of membrane-active peptides or proteins and lipid composition 
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is entering a new era. While great focus has been on solution NMR over the past three 

decades, ss-NMR now has the attention with the hope that it will reach similar success in 

determining the structure of biopolymers in their natural membrane environments. 
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